A Great Anglo-Catholic "Prayer Book Office"

A complete resource for the recitation of morning and evening prayer throughout the year, it also includes: seasonal propers; propers of saints; commons of apostles, martyrs and saints; an office of Mary; an office of the dead; the Litany; an order of commending a soul; an itinerarium (prayers before a journey); prayers before and after mass; and the Psalms and psalm antiphons.

My Personal Review:
If you are an Anglo-Catholic or High Church Anglican interested in praying a more Catholic form of the Daily Office than the straight Book of Common Prayer offices, but you can't commit to negotiating the complexities of the Anglican Breviary on a regular basis, the English Office may well be for you.

This reprint offers a complete resource for the recitation of morning and evening prayer throughout the year, and includes: seasonal propers · propers of saints · commons of apostles, martyrs and saints · an office of Mary · an office of the dead · the Litany · an order of commending a soul · an itinerarium (prayers before a journey) · prayers before and after mass · the Psalms and psalm antiphons.

Please be advised, however, that the reprint DOES NOT include a lectionary, of any kind. The review by "Interested Layman" is inaccurate, or at least misleading, on this point. The reader must provide his or her own table of lessons, be it the English 1922, the American 1928 or 1945, or one of the modern schemas. These are readily available on the internet, or in most editions of the BCP.

The reader will have to flip back and forth to find the "accidentals" of the office on most days, but will find this much easier to get used to than the far more complicated undertaking of the Anglican Breviary.

All in all, a very pleasant "Catholic options" rendition of the "Prayer Book Office."
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